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Dr. Robert Dekena untersucht
zusammen mit RICOH UK die Situation der
Hausdruckereien in Groß Britannien.
Feltham - Bergisch Gladbach, the 21.09.2009

THE SEARCH FOR THE FUTURE OF THE PRINT ROOM
Ricoh UK have announced that it will be undertaking the largest ever study of corporate
in-plants and corporate reprographic departments (CRDs) in the UK, titled The Future
of the Print Room. Over the next three months, the company will be conducting face-toface surveys with 200 senior print room managers in order to build the most comprehensive picture to date of this burgeoning print sector’s capabilities and applications,
staff levels; hardware and software on the ground and the issues that will decide its
future development. Ricoh has teamed up with highly respected independent consultant, Dr Robert Dekena, of Germany’s document logistics specialists, DokuLog, to compile the study’s findings and the results are expected to be published in December this
year.
Says Karen Lawrence, Ricoh UK Professional Print Solutions Manager: “An accurate
picture of the current market is a vital tool for determining a path to future success, and
this study will identify the opportunities for CRDs to further improve efficiencies and at
the same time provide an insight into the health and future direction of this sector.
Ricoh has its roots in the corporate print sector, which is now entering a very interesting
time. Much like the wider industry, CRDs are adjusting to the demands for shorter turn
around times and increased services. But with powerful digital print engines and specialist software in place in many CRDs, combined with the expertise of their personnel,
many are now actively seeking to utilise any extra capacity by finding new markets and
competing in the commercial print market. Thus, this sector’s performance has never
been more relevant to the wider print industry.”
As well as current workloads/volumes; job formats and staffing levels, “The Future of
the Print Room” study will also examine the printing and finishing hardware and software deployed by the UK’s CRDs, and look closely at their connectivity both within the
IT infrastructure of their parent organisations and to those outside. It will also encourage CRD managers to make assessments of past and future market and technology
developments and the expected levels of change in colour and black and white vol-
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umes to date and in the future. Ricoh believes the result will be the world’s most accurate and informative assessment of the UK corporate print sector and a critical resource
for vital market statistics.
UK based print room managers are being actively encouraged to participate in the
study by a number of trade associations, including the Association of Print and Communication Managers (APCOM), the trade association for print room managers in local
government. Says Mark Barlow, President of APCOM: “This study by Ricoh has
APCOM’s full support. Access to clear and credible data is essential to the sector’s
planning for the future and so we’ll be urging each of our members contacted by Ricoh
to take part. The sector is in good general health and has readily embraced digital printing technologies and techniques; indeed variable data printing in black and white and
full-colour documents is enjoying strong growth currently. But there are many challenges on the horizon, such as competition from external print suppliers and the perennial
drive for improved efficiency, so we must do all that we can to ensure we’re well placed
to meet these challenges head on.”
As one of the world’s leading independent consultants concerned with document output
systems and solutions for major corporate organisations, DokuLog’s expertise has
been crucial to compiling the study. When the findings of The Future of the Print Room
study are announced in December, all survey participants will receive the published
report of Dr Dekena’s findings and be invited to discuss and debate the results at an
independent forum with DokuLog’s founder, Dr Dekena, - a discussion that will also be
published by Ricoh UK.
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